Class Calendar & Descriptions

Wednesday Open Sew
Every Wednesday 10am-3p This weekly sewing class is for everyone,
beginner and experienced quilters.We work on group projects and
UFO's. Everyone shares advice and their knowledge. Reserve a space
on our website or at the studio.

Bubba's Bowling Bag
The Bubba Bowling bag is a fun retro style bag that will tote all your
belongings! Quilted sides, an easy-to-install zipper, a touch of piping
and a padded inside pocket perfect for a tablet or iPad, make this a
perfect bag for everyday errand running and weekend getaways!
Feature your favorite print or piece scraps together for the sides in
this easy but stunning bag!

Launch to Nebula

This is a skill builder class for all those participating in the Tula Pink
Nebula Block of the Month (Starting in January 2021). There are 5
patterns to sharpen your skills with the Hex n More ruler and the Super
Sidekick Ruler.

Mystery Class

Take a quilty leap and join our quarterly Mystery class. You choose
fabrics without knowing what your quilt will look like. You are handed
cutting instruction clues throughout the class. By the end of class
your mystery is revealed. This mystery is smaller, table runner/topper
size.

Pillowcases for Devos Children's Hospital
Come on in for a day of sewing up pillowcases to donate to Devos
Children's Hospital. There will be treats and plenty of kits to sew up to
bring some brightness and cheer to kids. I will have some kits to sew
or take home and return to the store by 12/12/209. Patterns are also
available. This is a great opportunity to use your stash to donate to a
great cause.

Quilted Wallet
The Matching Wallet has it all! Dividers for 12 credit cards, a window
for picture identification, a zippered coin holder, a pocket for cash, a
pocket for receipts and a pocket for little things like prescriptions and
notes. This wallet is the perfect match for the Seaside Traveller!

Seaside Traveller Bag
Seaside Traveller is approximately 21" w x 8" d x 15" tall. This tote is
the perfect size for so many activities. Perfect for the beach, the
market, quilting, knitting and so much more. This tote is perfect for
large print focus fabrics.

Side Slinger Bag
Totally wearable, Perfect for both men & women, wear it under your
coat or jacket for ultimate security and undetectability, templates
included for both right-side AND left-side wearing

Special Class - Private
12 x 16 pillow and bench pillow

The Truvy Bag
Enjoy this handy organizer cosmetic or sewing case. Include 4 vinyl
zippered pockets, 2 of them are removable by snap. The bag is 9'' H
x 11.5'' W x 6'' D.

Zip It Up Bag
These streamlined zippered organizers feature an outer quilted pocket
plus inner pockets made from mesh and vinyl for easy visibility of
contents. Each pocket has a zipper closure , no need to worry about
things falling out! In addition to holding a multitude of treasures, the
outer pocket on the Small Case is sized to hold an iPad mini. The Large
Case will hold an iPad Pro.

Classroom Notes:
1) Please bring your own tools We do have some tools
available but due to COVID we do try to not share when
possible.
2) Sewing machine. We do have machines that you can rent
($5 per class) should you need one.
3) Bring your mask. There are times you may not have to
wear it, like group clases, but generally we do ask you to
wear one.
4) Have fun and bring questions and helpfuil hints. It is all
about enjoying the class and learning/sharing information.

